
DRAFT    INVERESK COMMUNITY COUNCIL.    DRAFT 
Minutes of Meeting held on Monday 15th May  2017, at Inglis Hall, Edzell. 

 
1.  Present:    Alan Budge (Chairman), Claire Wilson (Secretary), Patrick Ford (Planning Liaison), Judith 
Gallacher, Ken Goddard, Ann Johnson. 
 
In attendance:  Cllr Bob Myles, Cllr Gavin Nicol, Special Constable Martin, 2 First Responders from 
Laurencekirk. 
 
Apologies: Fiona Yates, Emily MacSporran (Treasurer), Gus Leighton, Cllr Braes. 
 
2.  The minutes of the last meeting were approved and will now be posted on the website.   
                  Action: Claire Wilson 
3. First Responders 
An invite had been extended to Laurencekirk First Responders to attend our ICC meeting to give an insight 
into the role of the First Responder and to gain some information whether it would be possible to set up 
the same type of service in Edzell and surrounding area.  Stuart Wight and Ken Williams attended and 
gave a brief outline of why First Responders were set up and what their role is. 
The First Responders are a registered charity and fund raise for their own equipment (Ambulance Service 
will provide a small amount of consumables and provide training).  Laurencekirk First Responders have 
also attended First Aid Courses which means that they can attend local events and get a donation to 
provide that service. 
Stuart then explained that the Laurencekirk First Responders offered cover when the GP Surgeries are 
closed (after 1800hrs and weekends).  As it was a voluntary service then there was no stipulation on how 
many nights they needed to cover.  The First Responders just call Ambulance Control when they are 
available and call back again when they want to finish. Once the Ambulance Service receives an 
emergency call they call the First Responders but also send an ambulance out to the incident.  
Laurencekirk First Responders have been lucky enough to have had a vehicle donated however it was 
acceptable for people to use their own car as long as they inform their insurance.  The First Responders at 
Laurencekirk currently attend training once a month as well as their “on-call”.  The Committee and 
Councillors where given the opportunity to practice CPR (resuscitation) on the Reponder’s dummy.  Alan 
thanked the Responder’s for attending and giving us an informative and interesting in-sight into their role.    
 
4. Police Report 
Special Constable Martin attended the meeting to update the Community Council on local issues. 
Constable Martin had again spent time with a “speed gun” within Edzell and Inchbare and had stopped an 
advised a few motorists on their speed.  He would continue to monitor the situation when able.   
There had been a number of incidents within Edzell of egg throwing.  The Police have been given 
information and are investigating this.  
There had also been complaints of youths playing football with in the Edzell Primary School grounds.  The 
youths had been spoken to and advised to play football on the Muir. 
There was a report of a male acting suspiciously within the area.  On investigation it was discovered that it 
was in fact a lost delivery man.  Constable Martin explained that although it was a false alarm on this 
occasion the public should call 101 if they see anything suspicious. 
There was also the theft of a chain saw from a local farm, and there continue to be hare-coursing reported 
within the area. 
The Police will also continue to monitor the car parking at Duriehill Road, Edzell due to concerns regarding 
inconsiderate and potentially dangerous parking. 
 Any non-urgent issues can also be reported via e-mail to 
(TaysideBrechinEdzellCPT@scotland.pnn.police.uk). 
Constable Martin again suggested a property marking and security advice event at the Inglis Hall, Edzell 
with a potential date of June or July being suggested.  Constable Martin will check his availability and give 
definite dates soon.  .  Alan attended the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme meeting within Brechin.  It was 
suggested that Edzell could become part of a Neighbourhood Watch Scheme.  It was noted that the entire 
village did not need to participate (only 50% of a street needs to be interested for the street to be 
suitable) so only one street in the village needs to be involved if that is what the residents wish. 

mailto:TaysideBrechinEdzellCPT@scotland.pnn.police.uk


   
Constable Martin continued to suggest painting raised yellow lines on the High Street, Edzell would be a 
visual and auditory (as car make a noise while crossing the lines) reminder to motorists that they were 
entering a 30 mph zone.   
 
5. Treasurers Report 
Bank Balance as at 20/03/17                                                                    £555.74 
Secretarial Fees                £30.00 
Auditors Fee                £30.00  
Angus Council for Insurance Year 2017-2018            £96.49 
 
Bank Balance at 15/05/17             £399.25 
 
6. Planning Report 
Patrick highlighted the following points from the Planning Report circulated to ICC members before the 
meeting (see Attachment 1). 
There were two planning applications for the ICC area this month.  There was a proposed new detached 
dwelling at Dikehead, Bridgend, Edzell.  An objection has been submitted by the ICC (see Attachment 2).  
The ICC had no comment to make on the change of the house type at 8 East Mains, Edzell. 
 
Cairngorms National Park 
There are no new CNP planning applications affecting the ICC area. 
Lesley and Patrick had attended the CNPA Social Enterprise Summit on 28th March 2017 regarding Edzell 
potentially being marketed as a gateway to the CNP.  The best way forward would be to involve local 
businesses and Patrick will forward the details onto Ann to investigate if there is an interest.   
 
Proposed Glendye Wind Farm (www.glendyewindfarm.co.uk).  
Although the proposed Wind Farm is not being built within the ICC area the build will have a scenic 
implication within Glenesk.  
Patrick will attend the next meeting of the community Liaison Group on 7th June 2017 at Strachan Village 
Hall at 1915hrs and will report any relevant information back to the ICC 
 
Scottish Government: Consultation on the future of the Scottish Planning system 
Patrick has submitted a response on behalf of the ICC to the Scottish Government’s Consultation on the 
future of the Scottish planning system (see https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/planning-architecture/a-
consultation-on-the-future-of-planning/ ). 
 
Angus Local Development Plan 
Angus Development Plan Scheme 2017/2018 has been approved by Angus Council on 23rd March 2017 
and a copy had been circulated to the ICC members 
 
7. Recurring items 
Barriers on Muir 
The barriers along the side of the church pathway had been inserted.  There is still a lockable barrier to be 
inserted to allow emergency service access to the bonfire site.  This work will be completed soon and EVIS 
will hold the key. 
 
Removal of Payphones in area 
No update. 
        
A90 Signage 
No update. 
 
 
 
 

Field Code Changed
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Public Toilets, Edzell 
EVIS are keen to take over the running of the Public Toilets.  The public meeting held in April showed that 
the village were keen to keep the facilities open and volunteers are being sought to help open, close and 
clean the facilities.  Cllr Myles stated that the Council will continue to provide maintenance for the toilets. 
 
Buskhead Bridge 
The Working Group had visited the site and continues to pursue the re-opening of the Bridge.  Ken 
Goddard will organise a meeting with a representative of Angus Council (Paul Clark) to perhaps be a 
mediator in a meeting between the Group, Landowners and other concerned parties. 
 
Gannochy Bridge 
The bridge currently needs urgent repairs and although no firm date is set, it will be published on Social 
Media as soon as information is gained to keep the public informed.  The Council will ensure that the 
company offered the tender will be advised to keep disruption to a minimum and allow the bridge to stay 
open as much as possible when work is not in progress (e.g. nights and weekends).  Also to ensure there is 
good signage so that people are aware it is just the Bridge that is shut. 
 
Edzell Arch 
The Arch has been struck by a high vehicle and requires repair.  The vehicle did not report the incident and 
therefore the repairs can not be sourced from insurance.  EVIS have agreed to fund the repairs.  Due to 
the nature and site of the repair it will be necessary to close the Arch to traffic and updates will be 
available on Social Media as it becomes available.  There is currently an issue with Public Liability 
Insurance level required and this is currently being investigated by Cllr Myles. 
 
    
 
8. Ward Councillors’ Report 
Cllr Myles stated that the EVIS has held 2 well attended open meetings where the situation of the Public 
Toilets, Gannochy Bridge and Edzell Arch had been discussed.  Also it was suggested that the buildings 
beside the disused Skip Site are turned into a Men’s Shed where people could take on projects for the 
village (e.g. repairing seats etc) 
The Council elections had occurred and Councillors elected had been announced.  However, the Council 
positions that the Councillors will hold had still to be announced, with the meeting to discuss this due to 
be held the next day. 
 
Cllr Nicol was welcomed to the meeting. He stated that it would take time to sort situations which had 
occurred under the previous Council however he would work hard to provide the best support to his 
constituents.   
 
Cllr Braes was unable to attend the meeting and had given his apologies. 
 
  
9. Correspondence 
No correspondence to discuss. 
 
10. AOCB 
Edzell Cemetery Wall 
The wall collapsed in January 2017.  The Council are aware and repairs will occur soon.  The wall is not 
unsafe so the repair is not urgent. 
 
Hall Hire Prices 
The ICC has been informed that they will now be charged £10 per hour to hire the hall for their meetings 
(currently no charge). It was agreed to continue to hold the meetings within the Inglis Hall but that the 
meetings should be kept to a 2 hour maximum.   
 
 



River-side Walkers parking on the High Street 
Alan had received a complaint from a resident of the High Street regarding walkers parking on the High 
Street.  It was discussed regarding signage directing walkers to parking on the Muir however it was felt 
that as long as the car was taxed and insured and appropriately parked then the ICC had no jurisdiction to 
dictate to people where they park.  It was noted that the removal of the parking at the rear of the Nursing 
Home had caused parking now to be a premium on the High Street.   
 
 
Date of next meeting:   
                                          Monday June 19th 2017 at Lethnot Hall at 7.30 pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Attachment 1 
INVERESK COMMUNITY COUNCIL 
Planning Report for Meeting to be held on Monday 15 May 2017 
 
Angus Council: Planning applications for ICC area notified since last report 
 

 17/00194/MSCL – Sheep Pens, Dikehead, Bridgend, Edzell – Proposed New Detached 
Dwelling – objection submitted by ICC, per attached – awaiting decision 

 17/00320/FULL – 8 East Mains, Edzell, Brechin DD9 7WE – Erection of Dwellinghouse and 
Garage (Change of House Type) – no reason to comment ??? – awaiting decision 

 
Angus Council: Progress of selected applications for ICC area reported at previous meeting(s) 
 

 17/00136/PRIORN – Sheep Pens, Dikehead, Bridgend, Edzell – Proposed Sheep Handling 
Building – no reason to comment – prior approval required – approved subject to 
condition re archaeological record 

 17/00100/FULL – East Inchock, Kintrockat, Brechin, DD9 6RP – Erection of Replacement 
Porch – no reason to comment – approved 

 17/00098/FULL – Greenburn Croft, Glen Esk, Brechin, DD9 7YW – Change in House Design 
(Holiday Let) – no reason to comment – approved subject to condition restricting tree 
felling 

 
Cairngorms National Park 
 

 Planning: No new CNP planning application call-ins for ICC area notified 
 Planning Reps Network: meeting on 21 March 2017; PJF attended 
 Association of Cairngorms Communities: meeting on 21 March 2017; PJF attended 
 Angus Council/ICC liaison with CNPA: 

o Promotion of Edzell and area as CNP access gateway 
o CNPA Social Enterprise Summit: 28 March 2017; Lesley Anderson and PJF attended; 

potential for ‘Edzell as CNP Gateway’ social enterprise? 
 Buskhead Bridge: Discussion Paper attached; Working Group to report 

 
Aberdeenshire Council: Glendye Wind Farm Proposal 
 

 Details of revised proposals available on Glendye Windfarm website: 
www.glendyewindfarm.co.uk 

 Community Liaison Group met on 29 March 2017, Strachan Village Hall, 1915h: PJF attended 
(Minutes attached); next meeting arranged for 7 June 2017, Strachan Village Hall, 1915h: PJF 
to attend 

 
Angus Local Development Plan 
 

 Angus Development Plan Scheme 2017/18 approved by Angus Council on 23 March 2017: see 
attached 

 
Scottish Government: Consultation on the future of the Scottish planning system 
 

 Details available at: https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/planning-architecture/a-consultation-
on-the-future-of-planning/ 

 Response submitted on behalf of ICC, as previously circulated 
 
 
PJF  13.05.17 
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Attachment 2 
 INVERESK COMMUNITY COUNCIL  

Planning Application 17/00194/MSCL  

Proposed new detached dwelling –  

Sheep Pens, Dikehead, Bridgend, Edzell  
The Inveresk Community Council (ICC) objects to this application on the following grounds:  

1. In our view, the proposed dwelling does not meet the requirements of the Angus Local Development 

Plan Countryside Housing Supplementary Guidance (SG) adopted by Angus Council in September 

2016. We refer to the following requirements of the SG:  

4. Design Considerations for New Houses in the Countryside (SG, p.11) …  

existing traditional buildings in the area. … New housing based on suburban characteristics will not be 

supported;  

th local landscape context and features and fit into the 

wider landscape setting not be imposed on it. Obtrusive development (i.e., on a ridgeline … ) will not 

be supported;  

 

Appendix 1: Policy TC2 Residential Development (SG, p.12)  

… [P]roposals for new residential development … must: …  

and infrastructure;  

 

Appendix 3: Detailed Countryside Housing Criteria (SG, p.15)  

… Development proposals should: …  

e. contribute to the rural character of the surrounding area and not be urban in form or appearance. 

Materials and design should complement traditional properties in the locality.  

Taken overall, the form and scale of the house as proposed would not complement the existing house 

at Dikehead, nor other traditional properties in the neighbourhood; it has suburban/urban 

characteristics which would not integrate with the local landscape context or fit into the wider 

landscape setting; in particular, two storeys are proposed in an area where single-storey houses are 

typical; situated on a prominent ridgeline, it would be an obtrusive development and result in an 

unacceptable visual impact on the natural environment and surrounding amenity; it would detract from 

rather than contribute to the rural character of the surrounding area. On the other hand, a design based 

on the existing, single-storey house at Dikehead (a traditional cottage extended compatibly with its 

setting) would in our view satisfy the requirements of the SG.  

2. We have particular concerns about the South East and South West elevations. The South East 

elevation, as shown on the elevation plans and visuals, is suburban/urban in character, and reminiscent 

of modern houses in the North Latch in Brechin rather than traditional properties in the Glens. To 

accommodate the first floor, this elevation would be disproportionately high for its setting. It would be 

clearly visible from both Caterthuns and from the road approaching Glen Lethnot northwards from 

Ledmore (a popular visitors’ route) from viewpoints between the Tullo and Burnfoot, and would strike 

the eye as  



significantly out of keeping with its location, particularly in relation to the existing house at Dikehead.  

3. The South West elevation, featuring a gable end built up in the same stone as the existing dyke, is in 

our view quite unlike anything found in traditional properties in the area. It appears disproportionately 

large in relation to the rest of the building, and its non-traditional windows further underline its non-

rural appearance. This elevation would be clearly visible from various points on the road accessing 

Hunthill (again, popular with visitors) from viewpoints between Blairno and Craigendowie, 

particularly after felling of the mature forestry to the east of the road. Again, it would strike the eye as 

significantly out of keeping with its setting.  

4. The applicant’s Planning Design Statement (dated January 2016) gives no details of the intended 

materials but it seems clear from the visuals that much of the South East elevation (in particular) could 

only be constructed in non-traditional materials which would not ‘complement traditional properties in 

the locality’. The track running to the east of the proposed site is freely accessible to walkers, to whom 

both the materials and the design of the building would come across as incongruous and poorly 

integrated with its setting.  

5. We did not comment on the earlier application for planning permission in principle 

(16/00171/PPPL) but would be positively supportive of an essential worker’s house on this site which 

met the requirements of the SG. As noted, therefore, we suggest a revision of the design to make the 

proposed new house compatible with the existing single-storey house at Dikehead and with the local 

and wider landscape settings generally. We also suggest that ongoing use of the redesigned 

development as an essential worker’s house be secured by a section 75 Agreement, as proposed by the 

applicant in the Planning Design Statement.  

Patrick Ford,  

Planning Contact, Inveresk Community Council 
 
 
 
 
 


